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The combination of wind ensemble with electronic sound has revealed great 

potential as an expressive medium for music composition. Yet many such works follow a

fixed media paradigm, in which the electronic sound is fully realized prior to the 

performance, often posing unusual or difficult challenges to the ensemble. Additionally, a

number of these pieces require that the conductor adhere to a strict rhythmic pulse for a 

majority of the piece, necessitating an in-ear metronome. This requirement greatly 

reduces the allowable tempo flexibility, often desired for musical expression. Singularity 

for Wind Ensemble and Electronics follows a fundamentally different approach, which 

hybridizes aspects of the fixed media and live electronic music methods. The electronic 

part is notated on staff paper and distributed alongside the instrumental parts, to be 

performed on a laptop computer by a musician within the ensemble. The electronic sound

is conceived as a collection of triggered musical events whose timings are often flexible 

or directly controlled by the laptop player. This approach helps to overcome many of the 

inherent challenges of mixing electronic sounds with acoustic instruments and minimizes 

logistical obstacles.
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INTRODUCTION

When I first became interested in pursuing music composition, nearly all of my 

attention was focused on producing works for wind ensemble. In more recent years, I 

developed a passion for composition with electronic sound, and since then have sought 

meaningful ways to incorporate such sounds into instrumental works. During this time, 

numerous compositions that combined these two media deeply captured my interest, and 

suggested a vast realm of musical possibilities which remained largely unexplored. 

Singularity, a composition for wind ensemble and live electronic sound, represents a 

culmination of these past experiences and a first attempt at an intersection of these two 

interests. In this document, which is intended as a research and reference tool for 

composers interested in similar media, I will discuss the historical context, preliminary 

goals, subsequent challenges, technical considerations, and resulting strategies associated 

with the creation of this work. I will also provide a comprehensive musical analysis of the

composition, and conclude with some thoughts on future directions and potential 

improvements.
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT

The historical precedent for Singularity originates in the middle of the twentieth 

century. It was during this time that composers and researchers began to experiment with 

combinations of acoustic instruments and electronically generated sounds. The earliest of 

these experiments roughly coincide with the establishment of electronic music research 

facilities in Paris in the early 1940s, and Cologne in the early 1950s. The audio 

technology that was available during these formative years offered a substantially 

expanded range of sonic possibilities, particularly when viewed in comparison to 

conventional acoustic instruments and the limitations of human performers. As a result, 

many of the works created during this period focus exclusively on electronically 

generated sound or manipulations of recorded sound. Nonetheless, certain composers 

attempted to integrate electronic sound into the more traditional practice of instrumental 

music.

In many of these early combinative works, the electronic sounds were pre-

recorded on magnetic tape and simply played back during performance. Examples of this 

approach include Luciano Berio's Différences (1959) for flute, clarinet, viola, cello, harp, 

and tape; Mario Davidovsky's Synchronisms series, beginning with Synchronisms No. 1 

(1963) for flute and tape; and Jacob Druckman's Animus series (1966-68).1 John Cage's 

Imaginary Landscape No. 1 (1939) is a noteworthy exception to the predominant fixed 

media approach, in which musicians produce varying sinusoidal tones by performing on 

1 Holmes, 77, 187.
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variable-speed turntables, in combination with piano and percussion instruments.

Although the majority of these early works were composed for either one 

instrumentalist or a small chamber group, some composers began writing music for 

electronic sounds and large ensemble. The first of these works was Edgard Varèse's 

Déserts (1954) for small wind ensemble and electronic tape. Despite the pioneering 

nature of this work, the degree of media integration was considerably limited by Varèse's 

decision to structure the electronic sounds as interludes between instrumental sections.2 

Of particular note is Karlheinz Stockhausen's Mixtur (1964) for woodwinds, brass, 

percussion, four sine wave generators, and four ring modulators, which was one of the 

first compositions to merge live electronic sound with a large acoustic ensemble. In 

Stockhausen's work, microphones feed instrumental sound through the ring modulators, 

while performers modify the modulation effects by changing the oscillator frequencies.3

During the latter half of the twentieth century, wind ensembles became more 

prolific, virtuosic, and flexible with regard to instrumentation. In combination with the 

increasing speed of microprocessors, diversity of audio software, and availability of 

personal computers, numerous works for wind ensemble and electronic sound have 

emerged, beginning approximately in the early 1990s. Examples of such works include 

Jim Mobberley's Ascension (1988), Jeffrey Hass' Lost in the Funhouse (1994), Steven 

Bryant's Ecstatic Waters (2008), and Mason Bates' Mothership (2011). It is worth noting 

that some of these compositions were originally composed for orchestra and later 

2 Holmes, 471.
3 Holmes, 374.
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transcribed for wind ensemble. While some of these works continue to rely on the 

stability and reliability of the fixed media approach, others exploit contemporary 

hardware and software to create live performance capabilities, in which individual 

electronic sounds can be triggered and controlled by a member of the ensemble. 

Compositions such as Steven Snowden's Long Distance (2013) go so far as to provide 

multiple performance options, allowing the ensemble to select the implementation that 

best suits their technical capabilities.4

The history of these works, and the evolution of their approaches to live 

performance, helped to provide insight during the process of developing performance 

strategies for Singularity.

4 Snowden communicated these details to the author via e-mail on April 15, 2015.
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PRE-COMPOSITION

Aesthetic and Programmatic Goals

Several fundamental goals precipitated the composition of the work. At a 

minimum, I wanted to create a piece of music that would be enjoyable and rewarding for 

the audience, as well as the ensemble. That goal is not unique to this particular 

composition; rather it has served as an underlying motivating force behind the majority of

my compositions to date. However, bearing the initial goal in mind, I also wanted to 

achieve some measure of personal growth as a composer. Therefore, I resolved to 

compose a complex, serious work of moderate length, which would maintain its musical 

integrity when viewed through a rigorous analytical lens, in addition to a purely aesthetic 

one. The fulfillment of these goals necessitated a careful attention to tonal, rhythmic, 

formal and structural ideas throughout the work, capitalizing on themes which ensured 

some measure of intrinsic musical satisfaction and coherency, without surrendering the 

composition to a level of abstraction that would risk overpowering the essential musical 

clarity.

To achieve these ends, I decided to incorporate a programmatic element into the 

composition, specifically, the idea of a technological singularity. The technological 

singularity is a hypothesized phenomenon in which the accelerating rate of technological 

advancement will result in artificial intelligence which is not only greater than that of its 

creator, but also capable of creating artificial intelligence superior to itself. Because such 

intelligence would greatly surpass collective human intelligence, the hypothesis may 
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imply radical changes to human civilization, or at the very least, that the outcome of the 

technological singularity is impossible to predict. What is certain, however, is that the 

idea of the technological singularity has tremendous potential as a compelling narrative, 

and indeed, has become a highly popularized theme, particularly in science fiction films 

and literature.

The selection of this particular narrative served multiple purposes. First, the 

presence of such a theme provided extramusical content, which established an additional 

layer of expressive depth from which performers and listeners can draw personal 

associations and conclusions. This narrative served a valuable role during the 

compositional process as well, helping to guide musical choices and formal 

considerations. Perhaps most importantly, the choice of this particular narrative helped 

justify the use of electronic sound in a way that would have been more difficult to 

accomplish with non-programmatic music. The acoustic and electronic sounds loosely 

represent biological and non-biological intelligence, respectively. With these roles 

established, I intended to portray the approach, arrival, and aftermath of the singularity by

establishing a dialogue between these two media, and exploring a series of fluid musical 

relationships. At times throughout the work, the acoustic and electronic sounds exhibit 

interactions which are dominant-submissive, harmonious, or mutually aggressive in 

character. I will discuss these interactions in greater detail in subsequent chapters.
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Technical Goals: Fixed Media Versus Live Electronic Music

In addition to the aforementioned aesthetic goals, several technical goals had an 

influence on the direction and composition of the work. Broadly speaking, I wanted to 

ensure that the technical requirements for a performance of the work were minimally 

complex and presented as few risks and logistical obstacles as possible. At the same time,

I wanted to avoid technical strategies which would sacrifice or otherwise restrict the 

quality and expressiveness of the work.

There are two distinct paradigms by which electronic music is composed and 

incorporated into instrumental music, commonly referred to as fixed media and live 

electronic music. In pieces which predominantly rely on the fixed media paradigm, most 

or all of the electronic sounds are fully rendered during the compositional process, and 

are simply played back during performance. The electronic sound is either realized as a 

full-length audio file or divided into smaller audio files to be played in sequence. In 

contrast, electronic sounds within the live electronic music paradigm are generated and 

manipulated in real-time, and usually exhibit a more complex level of interaction 

between the computer and one or more human performers.

There are advantages as well as drawbacks to both of these methods. Fixed media 

is favored particularly for its ease and reliability of execution. In performances of such 

pieces, there is usually minimal risk of equipment malfunction or human error, and the 

electronic sounds can be played by a variety of commonplace software and hardware. 

However, while simple and reliable, the fixed media approach imposes inflexible time 
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constraints on the performers, often requiring additional rehearsal time. One started, fixed

media cannot be stopped or adjusted without disrupting the performance. In some cases, 

an in-ear metronome is encouraged or required for some or all of the performers. 

Although a metronomic click helps to counteract difficulties arising from these time 

constraints, it introduces new concerns. Most commonly, the hardware setup becomes 

more complicated, the sound of the click may be unintentionally audible to the audience, 

and the performative environment may become unfamiliar and uncomfortable to the 

performers. Ultimately, a metronomic click does not guarantee a perfectly synchronized 

performance.

The difficulties associated with fixed media synchronization can be partially 

alleviated by separating the complete audio file into smaller, individual cues to be played 

in sequence. This approach incorporates elements of live electronic music, in that the 

performer who executes the audio files must initiate each of the sequential cues in real-

time. This approach is more forgiving with respect to synchronization between acoustic 

and electronic components, because each new cue serves as a checkpoint at which the 

instrumental and electronic sound can be re-synchronized. However, the same types of 

synchronization issues remain present on a smaller scale. Despite offering a reasonable 

level of effectiveness, the fixed media approach is fundamentally a juxtaposition of 

media that isolates the electronic sounds from the live acoustic sounds, lacks a human-

like means of musical dynamism and expressiveness, and is only able to interact with 

other aspects of the composition through artificially constructed means.
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In contrast to the fixed media paradigm, live electronic music is more flexible, 

open-ended, and conducive to meaningful human-computer interaction. This approach 

often employs specialized software and/or hardware tools such as audio programming 

languages, microphones, and/or physical controllers. In general, live electronic music 

gives the composer a greater degree of flexibility over the content of the performance. 

However, such compositions often pose greater risks during performance, particularly 

when the work relies on computer-based detection and tracking algorithms (e.g. beat-

following and pitch-tracking). Such algorithms are prone to receiving spurious input and 

may fail as a result of environment conditions which are outside the composer's control, 

such as the acoustics of the performance space or the speed of the computer processor. In 

addition, the live approach is likely to place more substantive demands on the performers,

who may be required to locate, configure, and successfully use new and unfamiliar 

equipment.

In consideration of these advantages and disadvantages, the essential technical 

goal of Singularity was to develop a hybrid approach, which incorporated the most 

advantageous elements from both paradigms. In particular, I chose to capitalize on the 

robustness of fixed media and the flexibility of live electronic music. To the extent that 

the approach would fall under the category of live electronic music, I anticipated using 

only hardware and software which were absolutely indispensable. This meant that the 

work would involve no microphones (and therefore no live processing of instrumental 

sounds) and no physical controllers other than a laptop computer. In addition, I planned 
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to refrain from using live processing algorithms which introduced substantial 

performance risks. On the other hand, the approach would retain characteristics of fixed 

media in that the electronic sounds would be separated into individually triggered events. 

Additionally, I planned to give the laptop performer a greater degree of control over the 

durations and possibly other parameters of the audio events. Because of the broad scope 

of the work, the specific details of this hybrid approach were largely and necessarily 

determined during the compositional process. I will discuss these details in greater depth 

in subsequent sections.
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THE COMPOSITIONAL PROCESS

After determining the programmatic elements of the piece, as well as the general 

means of technical implementation, I began the compositional process by sketching 

musical ideas by hand, using the piano as an assistive tool. As is usually the case, this 

stage of the process was highly improvisatory, and was particularly helpful in 

establishing the core melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic material.

After establishing a substantial collection of preliminary content, I began the more

formal stages of composition. At this point with earlier compositions, I typically continue

by entering and improvising material directly into the full score using notation software. 

In rare cases, I create a complete version of the piece in short score format, to be 

transcribed later. However, because I find it difficult to solidify every detail in the short 

score format, I prefer to work with the full score and make specific compositional choices

during note entry in notation software. In this way, the formal process is a combination of

composition, improvisation, and orchestration.

When composing Singularity, on the other hand, I chose a method of composition 

which I had not attempted before. I opted to proceed with the formal aspects of 

composition using digital audio workstation (DAW) software, in combination with a 

professional instrument sample library, driven by MIDI5 data. I chose this particular 

approach because of the ease with which MIDI-driven instrument samples can be 

combined with electronic sounds. Considering the large scale of musical forces, as well 

5 Musical Instrument Digital Interface.
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as the combination of disparate media, I felt it would be crucial to produce an accurate 

and realistic simulation of the final composition, especially when conceived as an aid to 

conductors and performers who take an interest in performing it. I find such a simulation 

far easier to create using a DAW rather than notation software.

Composing this piece using a DAW was also beneficial in that it freed me from 

the metric constraints of notation software. With this approach, I could improvise 

melodic phrases which did not conform to a fixed metric grid, and determine the precise 

notation at a later point in time. Although it is possible to improvise arhythmic melodic 

phrases in notation software, the software has a tendency to metrically align such phrases 

in overly-complicated ways, usually resulting in bizarre or otherwise unreasonable metric

representations, which must be manually corrected.

Although advantageous in divorcing the process from rhythmic limitations and 

helping to produce a faithful simulation of the piece, this method of DAW-based 

composition presented a few drawbacks. Significantly, albeit circumstantial, the 

compositional process was limited by the speed of the computer's processor. 

Management of a high volume of instrument samples was computationally taxing, and as 

a result, audio playback would frequently become sluggish and unreliable after 

composing a fairly short section of music. To compensate for this shortcoming, I would 

compose approximately 20-30 measures of music, mix the tracks together into to a single 

audio file, and import this resulting audio into a new DAW session. I would then repeat 

this process for the next short section of music, until the movement was complete. This 
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workaround was time-consuming, and at times, frustrating.

During the formal compositional process, I diligently composed the instrumental 

parts and electronic sound in tandem, ensuring that no one part overtook or fell behind 

the others. In some previous pieces I had failed to exercise such diligence, and as a result,

one of either the instrumental or electronic sound received more attention that the other. 

In this case, the two media took on a relationship somewhat resembling that of a soloist 

and accompanist, which was not the original intention. As a result, I find that composing 

all musical aspects at an equal pace results in a more homogenous and musically effective

work.

After several months, the composition was essentially complete, and existed as a 

collection of DAW session files. At this point I began the process of transcribing the 

MIDI data into Finale. At this point, I considered exporting the DAW sessions as MIDI 

files and importing these files into Finale, but eventually decided against this approach 

for several reasons. In particular, many MIDI note lengths did not correspond with the 

length of the corresponding triggered audio sample. This was especially true for staccato 

passages, in which note-off messages had no relationship to the end of the instrumental 

samples. If these passages had been exported as MIDI data, notation software would have

represented these note events with arbitrarily long note values, and would have 

necessitated tedious manual correction. In addition, many of the MIDI tracks included 

key-switching note events. These note events appear as very high or low notes, well 

beyond the range of the particular instrument, but serve to switch from one instrument 
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bank to another (e.g. from legato samples to staccato samples). However, conventions 

which govern key-switching in DAW software are almost invariably different or non-

existent in notation software. Such MIDI data would have caused Finale to add extremely

high or low notes at seemingly random points throughout the instrumental staves, again 

requiring tedious manual correction. In consideration of these consequences, I opted to 

transcribed the MIDI data manually, rather than relying on the MIDI protocol for data 

transfer. I remain confident that although the manual method was tedious, it was 

ultimately the faster option. After finishing the transcription process, I extracted the 

individual parts and formatted the notation files, thus completing the compositional 

process.

14



MUSICAL ANALYSIS

During the process of composing the work, I made specific musical decisions with

regard to tonal, rhythmic, formal and structural content. These decisions were designed to

uphold the programmatic narrative underlying the work, and to create a mature piece of 

music which would maintain its integrity when viewed from a rigorous analytical 

perspective. In this chapter I will discuss these decisions in detail and addresses each 

movement separately.
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Movement I

From a programmatic perspective, the opening of the first movement represents a 

stable ecosystem populated by organic lifeforms. In the interest of establishing an 

appropriately representative musical setting, the beginning of the movement is 

unambiguously written in the key of C major, evoking themes of simplicity, purity, and 

balance. The movement opens with a pitch collection consisting of C, F, G, and B. A 

tonal center of C is reasonably established from the low C in the tuba and piano parts in 

m. 3, as well as the harmony in the electronic part, in which C is both the highest and 

lowest pitch. Despite this C-centric setting, slight tension remains present due to the 

presence of the leading tone B, which implies a dominant function. This tension is 

reinforced with the presence of F as well, which suggests either an anticipation of the 

mediant tone, or a dominant seventh function.

The first B-flat clarinet introduces the first melodic phrase, which serves as the 

fundamental motivic material throughout the remainder of movement. Fig. 1 shows this 

melodic material in its primary form. The uncertainty of the harmonic function is 

highlighted through the presence of the tonic at the beginning of the melodic phrase, and 

the leading tone at the end. Relying on the same pitch material, the piano and electronics 

complement this phrase with a short flourish in mm. 8 – 10. In mm. 10 – 13, the clarinet 

repeats the original melodic phrase, and is followed by the flute, oboe, bassoon, and alto 

saxophone, developing the material in canon-like fashion. Although the rhythmic values 

and relative intervallic relationships of each part are unique and slightly modified from 

16



Figure 1. Principal theme of Mvt. I (B-flat clarinet).

the original clarinet melody, the essential melodic contour retains its original shape in all 

five woodwind parts, and the diatonic tonality is preserved. This canonic structure also 

introduces D into the pitch collection, which solidifies the diatonicism but fails to resolve

the ambiguities pertaining to harmonic function. A slightly denser flourish follows the 

woodwinds in mm. 14 – 16, in which D is also included, highlighted in particular as the 

highest pitch of the piano part.

As a means of punctuating the alternation between melodic phrases and 

flourishes, there is a large-scale instrumental swell in mm. 16 – 22 which closely 

resembles the gesture in the very beginning of the movement. However, the ambiguity of 

harmonic function is largely resolved in this case. The harmony in these measures gives a

strong impression of a dominant function, especially in consideration of the low G in the 

bassoon and baritone saxophone, the high B in the E-flat clarinet, and the strong presence

of the pitch classes G, B, D, and F. Although C remains present, it exerts little influence 

on the harmonic function.

After the timbre of the ensemble stabilizes near m. 22, there is a third iteration of 

the melody-flourish construction in m. 23. In this case, however, the orchestration of 

17



these components is reversed; several pitched percussion instruments present the 

descending melodic phrase, while the woodwinds follow with an energetic flourish. This 

phrase-flourish construction also introduces E into the established pitch collection, 

further solidifying the diatonic nature of the music. Fig. 2 shows the presentation of the 

primary melodic material and introduction of E by the piano and various mallet 

percussion instruments.

Figure 2. Principal melodic phrase and introduction of E (mallet percussion).

Between mm. 28 – 42, there is a gradual increase in instrumental activity, density 

and volume, which brings the movement to a climactic point on a dominant harmony. 

The bass clarinet initiates this section, and for the first time in the movement, presents the

principal phrase in an inverted form, slightly modified from the original version. Over the

course of these measures, the musical gradually incorporates every member of the 

ensemble. With few exceptions, every instrument plays the principal theme in some form.

These presentations of the principal theme are subject to rhythmic diminution, rhythmic 
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augmentation, inversion, transposition, and intervallic adjustments within the C major 

tonality, resulting in a complex interplay of rhythmic and melodic counterpoint.

The harmonic function refuses to resolve upon the arrival of the climax in m. 42, 

and instead remains fixed on the dominant while the electronics introduce tentative, 

irregular articulations of artificially captured and granulated ensemble reverberance. The 

electronics are purposefully subtle at this point, and are intended only to contribute a 

small amount of musical tension. Through another repetition of the primary melodic 

contour, the horns and low brass deliver the first instances of non-diatonic pitches, B-flat 

and E-flat, shown in Fig. 3. The addition of these pitch classes further obscures the 

harmonic direction and continues to build musical tension. In mm. 47 – 50, the ensemble 

presents a second iteration of the gradual increase in intensity from mm. 28 – 42, 

although this version is condensed into four measures and incorporates the newly added 

non-diatonic pitches B-flat and E-flat. 

In m. 52, the brass instruments, accompanied by a few low woodwinds, present a 

melodic contour which has been considerably mutated from the original clarinet melody 

in m. 6. This contour introduces additional non-diatonic pitches, including the first 

instance of a quarter-tone. This pitch, B-quarter-flat, has a frequency of approximately 

60Hz, and is played simultaneously with an imitative electronic hum, (discussed in a later

section). The presence of this frequency and its distinct mechanical timbre marks a 

crucial point in the musical narrative, at which the presence of external forces can no 

longer be ignored. From a programmatic perspective, I have chosen to keep the question 
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Figure 3. Introduction of non-diatonic pitches in the principal melodic phrase 
(horns, trombones, euphonium).

of whether the 60Hz tone represents the technological singularity somewhat ambiguous, 

inviting the audience to determine the answer for themselves. In the final seven measures,

the laptop adds several new abstract sounds, and the ensemble concludes with a 

crescendo on a thirteen-tone collection consisting of the twelve chromatic tones and the 

60Hz B-quarter-flat. The tonal complexity of the final chord solidifies a transition into 

harmonic chaos, ending the movement in a decidedly unresolved manner.

In summary, the first movement serves as a large scale transition from a diatonic 

setting to a tonally unstable one. Through careful pacing and development of motivic 

material, the movement gradually completes a C major diatonic collection, while 

exploiting the unresolved nature of the dominant function to create musical tension. 

Following the completion of the full diatonic collection, instruments gradually introduce 

non-diatonic pitches, while the electronic sound transitions from pseudo-instrumental 

20



sounds to more abstract sounds. Toward the end of the movement, tonal stability rapidly 

dissipates, and a 60Hz machine hum jarringly shifts the focus of the piece away from 

instrumental sound.

21



Movement II

The primary role of the second movement is to provide an environment in which 

the musical relationship between the instrumental and electronic sounds can be explored 

in depth. The electronic sound maintains a presence throughout the movement, and at 

times vies for attention with the instrumental parts. From a musical perspective, the 

second movement is the most harmonically complex. The music is composed without a 

key signature and fails to establish a tonal center until the very end of the movement. 

Unlike the first movement, which relies heavily on melodic contour for content 

generation, the second movement relies on specific sequences of pitch clusters and 

rhythmic development.

The majority of the motivic material is derived from a pitch cluster with 

intervallic content that increases incrementally by semitones. Most frequently, this 

motivic content appears a collection of four pitches, separated by a tritone, a perfect 

fourth, and a major third, resulting in a [0147] tetrachord (Fig. 4). Because the movement

has no tonal center, this cluster is treated as having no prime form or root transposition, 

and instead is used purely for its internal intervallic relationships. To create forward 

musical momentum, this tetrachord is frequently inverted (creating a [0367] tetrachord) 

or transposed upward by semitones. In some cases, individual pitches are transposed by 

octave to create various open configurations. The tetrachord first appears at the end of the

first movement in mm. 52 – 54, played by the brass section as a sequence of individual 

pitches (Fig. 5).
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Figure 4. The [0147] tetrachord and principal harmonic material of Mvt. II.

Figure 5. The first appearance of the motivic material of Mvt. II (horns and low 
brass).

The first major section of the second movement occurs between mm. 1 – 41. 

Here, individual instruments are grouped together to complete the [0147]. The flutes and 

piano first present the tetrachord in m. 5, and are treated as a group for the remainder of 

the section. The clarinet family joins with closed configurations beginning in m. 12, and 

the low brass follow with similar material in m. 19. Manipulation of rhythmic 

configurations helps to create momentum as well, relying in particular on an interplay of 

dotted and non-dotted metric values. Such configurations are most prominent in the flute,
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piano, and percussion parts between mm. 16 – 21.

Following a more densely orchestrated, sustained version of the [0147] in mm. 24 

– 27, the rhythmic articulations become more regular and acquire a stronger sense of 

forward motion. Here, the music continues to exhibit similar rhythmic counterpoint, 

particularly between the woodwinds and brass in m. 32, as well as the percussive 

interjections in m. 29 and m. 34.

The next major section occurs from mm. 42 – 105. For the sake of contrast, the 

music temporarily abandons a reliance on short articulations, and instead favors sustained

harmonies, orchestrated in various instrument families in alternating fashion. The 

harmonic language is largely preserved and undergoes further development. The most 

prominent means of development involves superimposing two unique versions of the 

principal tetrachord, such that they share either a common tone or a common dyad. In 

particular, this section favors a mirroring technique, in which the cluster is superimposed 

with an inverted version, such that they share either the same major third or tritone. Fig. 6

shows these two mirroring methods, which yield collections of six unique pitches and 

five unique pitches, respectively. This mirroring technique is evident in the brass section 

in mm. 67 – 73, in which the pitch collection consists of E-flat, A, E, C, G, and D-flat, 

from top to bottom. The first four pitches and the last four pitches each constitute the 

principal four-note cluster, and share an overlapping major third.

Although this section focuses on sustained harmonies, short articulated harmonies

in the high woodwinds provide contrasting material. With few exceptions, these short 
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articulations appear as a repeated sequence of three ascending dyads. In early occurrences

Figure 6. Two mirrored configurations of the principal motivic tetrachord.

of this material, the three dyads are unique, as is the case in mm. 59 – 63. However, 

beginning at m. 90, the variety of these dyads becomes smaller, consisting of mostly 

minor and major thirds. These dyads grow more prominent toward the end of the section, 

and become a focal point in the subsequent section.

Beginning in m. 106, the high woodwind dyads serve as prominent background 

material. Like similar material from the previous section, these dyads exist as major and 

minor thirds, and repeatedly ascend by octaves in groups of three. The composite pattern 

is constructed in such a way that it repeats once every fifteen eighth notes, creating a 

somewhat complex phase pattern with the 4/4 time signature. Fig. 7 shows this pattern of 

thirds as established by the flutes and clarinets.

Figure 7. The woodwind dyad pattern in mm. 106 – 132 (flutes and clarinets).
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Disregarding octave transpositions in this material, both pitches which make up 

an individual dyad are subject to a regular up/down motion by one semitone. In Fig. 7, 

these pitches are E, F, A-flat, and A. This behavior constitutes a [0145] collection, which 

is taken directly from the inherent melodic contour created by the harmonic motion in the

first section of the movement. This contour is most evident in the first B-flat clarinet part 

in mm. 28 – 29, though it is also present in numerous other parts which participate in 

these harmonic sequences (Fig. 8). In contrast, the marimba plays a syncopated eighth 

note rhythm constituting a [0134] pitch class set. The computer emphasizes this 

collection, as triggered by the “D” key. This particular pitch collection is a new 

contribution which is similar to the existing motivic tetrachords, but also helps to 

diversify the preexisting harmonic relationships.

Figure 8. The [0145] pitch class set from which the woodwind dyad pattern is 
conceived.

The horns, saxophones, and euphonium provide foreground content in this 

section, which is also the first overtly melodic material to appear thus far in the 

movement. The harmonic language deviates slightly from the principal tetrachord, and 

partly draws its material from the whole-tone scale, as seen in mm 110 – 114. However, 
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this material retains similarities to the principal cluster, as evidenced by the melodic 

outline of F-sharp, C, F, and A in mm. 122 – 123. The oboe reiterates a transposed 

version of this melodic outline in m. 125.

In mm. 130 – 148, several instrument families enter sequentially, bringing the 

movement to a relative climax. The bassoons and trombones draw their material from the

[0134] collection, while the flute, clarinet and trumpet parts loosely imitate the previous 

woodwind dyads. In contrast to the regularity of the previous dyads, all of these 

instrument families exhibit irregular, pseudo-improvised rhythmic behavior. The 

rhythmic irregularities and interplay between instrument families destabilizes the music 

and helps to build tension.

The first relative climax of the movement occurs at m. 149. In the preceding 2/4 

measure, the ensemble outlines the principal four-note cluster with E, B-flat, E-flat and 

G, at which point the electronic sound unambiguously comes to the foreground for the 

first time in the movement, supported only by a select few percussion instruments. Prior 

to this point, the electronic sound was largely supplementary or subservient to the 

instrumental sounds. Examples include the percussive effects triggered at various points 

by the “O” and “U” laptop keys, the processed repetitions of the horn in m. 112 and m. 

123, and the artificial ensemble reverberance triggered by the “Q” and “W” keys at the 

beginning of the movement. However, in m. 149, the music is dominated by a rhythmic 

pulse of synthesized sounds, with pitch content drawn from a mirrored configuration of 

the [0147]. Alternations between instrumental sound and electronic sound occur twice 
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more in succession. These call-and-response constructions are recapitulatory in nature, 

imitating the call-and-response figures in mm. 28 – 41. In particular, the brass and low 

woodwind parts in mm. 160 – 162 are harmonically and rhythmically identical to the 

corresponding rhythmic parts in mm. 32 – 33. Following these call-and-response 

constructions, the ensemble builds to another climax at m. 175, accomplished through a 

rich variety of harmonic and rhythmic constructions, all loosely drawn from preceding 

material in a quasi-improvisatory manner.

The true climax of the movement begins in m. 175. The rhythmic content in this 

section is taken from the very beginning of the movement. Most conspicuously, the 

rhythm of the first four percussion articulations in mm. 175 – 176 is identical to that of 

the woodblock in mm. 1 – 2. Subsequent rhythmic details in the climactic section are 

subject to minor rhythmic adjustments, but generally exhibit rhythmic characteristics 

which are similar to the woodwind and brass material in mm 28 – 41. The pitch content 

of the accented attacks are oriented heavily toward major sevenths and minor seconds, in 

order to maximize harmonic tension and heighten musical drama. Between mm. 175 – 

189, the instrumental and electronic sounds continue to alternate with one another, 

suggesting a competition for dominance over the other and helping to uphold 

programmatic intentions. Following a final crescendo from the percussion and electronics

in mm. 186 – 189, the tonal center of the movement fixates on D-flat. Here, an abstract 

electronic pulse emerges, which leads directly into the third movement without pause.

In a broad sense, the second movement provides a musical setting in which the 
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relationship between the electronic and instrumental sounds can unfold. From a 

programmatic perspective, the complex harmonies and lack of a tonal center help solidify

the unpredictability of this relationship. A single pitch cluster supplies the nucleus of a 

substantial amount of musical content, establishing a sense of harmonic coherency while 

encouraging a variety of techniques for harmonic manipulation.
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Movement III

The third movement depicts the subsumption of the instrumental sound by the 

electronic sound. This being the case, the electronic sound maintains a firm presence 

throughout the movement, and the instrumental parts are largely governed by the 

electronic sound, particularly with regard to rhythm. The third movement is somewhat 

similar to the first movement, in that the music often has a clear tonal center and is 

focused on melodic development. However, whereas the momentum of the first 

movement was regulated by a gradual expansion of a pitch collection, the third 

movement is driven by a gradual unfolding of stepwise counterpoint in contrary motion.

The beginning of the third movement is firmly in a D-flat/C-sharp dorian mode, 

and is thus notated with a concert key signature of B major/G-sharp minor. Although the 

pitch center at the end of the previous moment is notated using D-flat, I opted to change 

this notation to C-sharp, under the assumption that the majority of the resulting key 

signatures would be less problematic for performers to read.

The first stepwise material appears in m. 2 as an ascending melodic contour. This 

short melody is repeated in m. 6, this time complemented by a descending stepwise line 

one octave higher. This contrapuntal figure triggers a temporary harmonic shift by 

lowering the bass to an F-sharp. The bass returns to C-sharp in m. 12, but quickly settles 

more permanently on F-sharp in m. 16, accompanied by a significantly richer scoring of 

the stepwise counterpoint motif, in which numerous voices undergo metric diminution. 

As was the case in mm. 2 – 8, this contrapuntal figure is repeated in m. 19, and builds to a
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climactic sequence of three new and somewhat more chromatic harmonies. The bass 

voice now participates in the stepwise counterpoint motif, descending exclusively by 

semitones. Numerous instruments support these harmonies with a sequence of whole 

notes in stepwise fashion. The true upper voice of the counterpoint lies in the saxophones 

and horns. Starting with the concert C-sharp on the third beat of m. 22, this upper 

contrapuntal line is nearly identical to the melodic line in mm. 2 – 5, but is re-

contextualized by new supporting harmonies. This relationship is shown in Figs. 9 and 

10. The counterpoint in these three climactic measures is presented in its most minimal 

form, and is significantly developed later in the movement.

Figure 9. First presentation of the stepwise motif (trombones, m. 2 – 5).

Figure 10. Upper stepwise contrapuntal voice during the first climactic section, 
mm. 22 – 24 (horns, mm. 22 – 24).
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The initial climax in mm. 22 – 24 rapidly becomes densely chromatic and triggers

an abrupt change in tonality, meter, and orchestration. The ongoing dominance of 

electronic sound over instrumental sound is represented by the failure of the instrumental 

parts to achieve some means of resolution, as well as the subsequent prevalence of 

electronic sound. After several iterations of G in the bass voices, the music reaches a state

of equilibrium in a G dorian mode, in which the clarinets and piano provide the 

background texture.

An interlude follows, beginning with the flutes in m. 57, and ending with the 

dissonant orchestral cluster in m. 89. The electronic sound exerts a somewhat weaker 

influence in this section, allowing the instrumental parts to develop the original stepwise 

contour motif in a fairly organic manner. Each of these instrumental foreground melodies

begins with some semblance of the ascending stepwise contour from the beginning of the 

movement, though each iteration grows more complex in terms of rhythmic and melodic 

continuation. The high woodwinds play a second instance of this melody in m. 68, 

accompanied by a descending stepwise melodic contour, loosely resembling the stepwise 

contrary motion from earlier sections of the movement. The horns and trombones provide

the next melody in m. 73, accompanied by a descending contour in the woodwind parts. 

The trumpets and clarinets continue with greater pomp and intensity in m. 79. These 

organic melodies are brought to an abrupt end by a rapid increase in chromatic 

dissonance in mm. 85 – 89, followed once more by a electronically generated rhythmic 

pulse, which dominates the foreground once more.
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Following a brief introduction from the laptop and percussion instruments, the 

final section begins in m. 98, featuring a large-scale expansion of the initial climactic 

counterpoint in mm. 22 – 24. The bass voice is the most stable and predictable, moving 

inexorably downward by a total of seventeen semitones. Various instruments take turns 

providing the primary upper line of counterpoint, identical to the ascending five-note 

contour from the horns in mm. 22 – 24 (see Fig. 10). Other instruments complete the 

intended harmonies with whole notes that either remain fixed on a single pitch or descend

in stepwise fashion. Fig. 11 shows a simplified version of the harmonic progression. This 

progression occurs once in mm. 98 – 107, a second time in mm. 108 – 117, and a third 

time in mm. 118 – 126, slightly extended and in rhythmic diminution.

Figure 11. Basic harmonic progression of the final section.

The harmonic progression resolves on a C in several octaves, referencing the C 

major tonality of the first movement. The gradual contrapuntal expansion in this final 
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section, combined with the unyielding forward motion of the rhythmic pulse of abstract 

electronic sounds, is meant to suggest the final stages in which the electronics overwhelm

and subsume the instrumental components. The prominent D-flat at the end of the second

movement can be viewed as a chromatic alteration of an underlying C tonality originating

in the first movement, suggesting a large-scale deviation from a stable tonality, and an 

eventual re-stabilization thereof. From a programmatic perspective, the music returns to a

state of order in which the dominant and submissive roles of the two media have been 

reversed.
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THE ELECTRONICS

Composing the Electronics: Sound Sources and Processing Techniques

The specific sounds which make up the electronic part were the result of a variety 

of sound sources and digital signal processing techniques. It would be impractical to fully

elaborate on the details of every individual sound and technique. However, there are a 

number of sound types which I felt were of great aesthetic and functional value, and 

therefore decided to explore these sounds in considerable depth. These sound types, 

which I have classified as hybrid, imitative and abstract sounds, are present at several 

points throughout the composition.

Hybrid sounds are made up of some combination of recorded sound and 

synthesized sound. I found these sound types to be especially useful for their ability to 

foster homogenous textures and convincing transitions between live instrumental sound 

and abstract electronic sound.

The first instance of a hybrid sound occurs in m. 1 of the first movement, and 

reaches a sustained equilibrium at m. 5, approximately twenty seconds later. This sound 

is a composite of four disparate sound sources: the harmony of the brass instruments on 

the downbeat of m. 3; a high clarinet C with a staccato articulation and a long 

reverberation effect, processed and sustained using granular techniques; a cluster of 

sawtooth oscillators individually processed with resonant low-pass filters; and several 

instances of pink noise individually processed by high-quality band-pass filters. In the 

first two measures, I combine the prolonged brass samples with the filtered sawtooth 
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waves, and specify a pitch collection for both sounds, taken directly from the 

instrumental parts during these two measures. In mm. 3 – 5, this pair of sounds fades out, 

replaced by the reverberant clarinet and filtered pink noise. This complex combination of 

disparate acoustic and electronic sounds helps create a smooth transition between the 

opening instrumental harmony and the solo clarinet melody in m. 6.

A second prominent hybrid sound occurs in m. 112 of the second movement. 

Compositionally, this hybrid is a processed repetition of the horn melody which begins 

two measures earlier. As was the case in the previous example, this particular sound is 

the result of two disparate sources: the sound of the horn instrument samples, isolated and

exported from the DAW session file; and low-pass filtered pulse waveforms. These two 

source sounds occur in a pitch sequence copied from the preceding horn melody, but the 

timings of the individual pitches are individually randomized by small amounts of time. 

As a result, this hybrid sound suggests a strong compositional connection to the horn 

melody, but also maintains a sense of individuality and helps to augment the horn's 

intrinsic timbral capabilities.

One of the most prominent hybrid sounds occurs in m. 190 of the second 

movement. This low, spectrally rich D-flat is composed of time-stretched low brass 

samples and clipped sine waves. Clipping the sine waves distorts the waveforms, which 

introduces additional harmonic partials into the spectrum and helps blend with the 

already spectrally rich brass samples. As a whole, this hybrid sound adds dramatic weight

to the instrumental parts, which simultaneously play a D-flat in multiple octaves.
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Hybrid sounds proved indispensable in bridging the stark timbral differences 

between live instrumental sound and abstract electronic sounds. Through exploration and 

implementation of these sounds, I was able to create homogenous textures and avoid 

undesirable timbral juxtapositions, thus establishing the musical coherency which I had 

envisioned during the pre-compositional stages. The three aforementioned examples do 

not constitute an exhaustive list of hybrid sounds, however they are among the most 

conspicuous and serve as instructive examples.

Imitative sounds were synthesized from basic periodic and non-periodic 

waveform generators, but were carefully designed to imitate recognizable sounds from 

the real world. Two sounds in particular belong to this category, and occur 

simultaneously between mm. 54 – 59 in the first movement. The first of these sounds is 

defined in a sound function called “hum_ef,” which produces a spectrally rich 60Hz tone.

This tone, built primarily using non-band limited pulse waves and formant synthesis, is 

designed to imitate the sound of electrical equipment which is prone to electrical 

interference. This tone, which typically has either a 50Hz or 60Hz fundamental, is an 

inherent phenomenon in alternating electrical current (AC power). Depending on certain 

circumstances, this tone can be intentionally or unintentionally transmitted through 

loudspeakers, and is likely highly recognizable to the average person. The second of 

these sounds is defined by a sound function called “vinyl_ef,” and simulates the quiet 

hiss, crackle, and occasional pops produced by a gramophone needle reproducing the 

physical imperfections on a vinyl disc. The code for these two sound functions can be 
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found in Appendix B, Figs. 23 and 24.

These two imitative sounds help to support the programmatic goals of the 

composition. Electrical hum and analog hiss are both indicative of mechanical 

imperfections, which I exploit in order to create musical tension and drive the 

compositional narrative forward. From a programmatic perspective, the composition 

begins with a harmonious and largely acoustic environment, which symbolizes a 

biological ecosystem. The imitative sounds appear toward the end of the first movement, 

exerting external influence and foreshadowing the technological singularity. These 

imitative sounds work well in this context, in that they are electrical in nature, and 

fundamentally distinct from the instrumental sounds.

Abstract sounds are either purely synthesized from generated waveforms, or are 

processed to such an extreme degree that they no longer bear any resemblance to their 

original form. Because abstract sounds are the most far removed from pure instrumental 

sounds, I primarily rely on abstract sounds to support aspects of the narrative which occur

after the technological singularity has occurred. Therefore, although abstract sounds are 

present periodically throughout the composition, they are most concentrated in the third 

movement.

One notable instance of an abstract sound begins in m. 190 of the second 

movement. This sound comes to the foreground when the ensemble's volume diminishes 

in m. 193, and firmly persists through the first twenty measures of the third movement. 

This particular sound is a persistent rhythmic pulse created from the single pitch class D-
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flat, generated entirely from a variable-duty sawtooth wave processed with a resonant 

low-pass filter. As this rhythmic texture progresses, the octave and filter cutoff frequency

are subject to random changes, which occur at regular intervals governed by an 

underlying sixteenth note pattern. The length of time in which this abstract sound is 

present, and the degree to which it is brought to the musical foreground, are unmatched 

throughout earlier sections of the composition. Therefore, in combination with its timbral 

distinction from instrumental sound, this rhythmic texture is effective in representing the 

true arrival of the post-singularity environment.

The sixteenth note pulse that begins in m. 90 of the third movement is also 

classified as an abstract sound. This pulse consists of individually processed sounds, 

randomly selected from a collection of seventy-eight audio files. The individual sounds 

are the result of extreme manipulations of duration and pitch. Each of these seventy-eight

sounds began as an audio file of substantial length, roughly five minutes to thirty minutes

long. For each initially selected audio file, I scaled down its duration by a substantial 

amount. During some of these duration compressions, I allowed the pitch of the audio file

to increase as governed by the severity of the duration change. In other cases, I kept the 

pitch fixed while altering the duration. For each audio file, I repeated this process in an 

iterative fashion, until the resulting audio file was considerably shorter, with an 

approximate duration of one-quarter of a second. This process typically resulted in 

complex high-pitched sounds with short articulations, and mutated the essential 

characteristics of the original file beyond recognition. In addition, this process introduced
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artifacts into the resulting waveform which were highly suggestive of machine failure and

digital glitches. This rhythmic pulse grows in both volume and intensity between mm. 90 

– 125, and ultimately undergoes a drastic reduction in tempo between m. 126 and the end 

of the piece. Like the previous abstract sound example, I chose this particular means of 

presentation to support programmatic elements. This rhythmic pulse evokes an 

inexorable growth in the presence of non-biological life, and their inevitable domination 

over biological life.
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Performing the Electronics: Laptop as Instrument

Within the two aforementioned approaches to composing electronic music, there 

exists a substantial variety of options for deploying a means of performance. Fixed media

pieces merely require audio playback, for which a significant number of implementations

are acceptable, whereas live electronic music usually requires a computer, often coupled 

with specific supplemental hardware. In the interest of maximizing musical expressivity, 

technical flexibility, and ease of use, I selected the laptop computer as the sole hardware 

device responsible for performing the electronic sound.

As a physical performance interface, the laptop offers a number of advantages. 

Primarily, given the prevalence of personal computers, it is likely that the laptop 

computer will be a familiar and readily available device. In addition, avoiding 

supplementary controllers relieves the performer of having to locate and become familiar 

with specialized equipment, which can be challenging and unreasonable. When the laptop

performer is given sufficient control over the electronic sounds, there is less need to rely 

on an in-ear metronome, thus simplifying hardware setup. There exist ninety-five 

printable text characters, and therefore ninety-five discrete types of input which a 

computer can interpret (some non-printing characters are obsolete, and can be 

problematic in general when used as an input source). Audio programming languages are 

capable of distinguishing key-downs from key-ups, further expanding the pool of 

available input sources.

Like many physical controllers, the laptop has disadvantages as well. Most 
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conspicuously, the laptop lacks a reasonable means of continuous control, as offered by 

knobs and faders on many MIDI controllers. In addition, the keyboard lacks a physical 

means of accessing common MIDI messages, such as pitch bend, modulation wheel, and 

aftertouch. Although most laptops possess a trackpad, the trackpad sometimes fails to 

provide the necessary level of physical precision required to faithfully and reliably re-

create musical gestures. Given the variety of laptop specifications, particularly operating 

systems and processor speeds, the composer must take additional precautions to ensure 

that the functionality is maximally portable. In addition, common laptop sounds (e.g. alert

noises) may sound accidentally, though with proper attention and rehearsal, this is easily 

avoidable.

In consideration of these advantages and disadvantages, I felt that the benefits of 

relying solely on the laptop as a means of performance outweighed the drawbacks. This 

decision enabled me to focus more specifically on maximizing the laptop's effectiveness 

as a performance instrument, which is the subject of the next section.
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Performing the Electronics: Technical Implementations

In the process of composing the electronic sound, I devised a number of technical 

implementations that were specifically designed to maximize the effectiveness of the 

laptop as a performance instrument. In doing so, I aimed to expand the functionality of 

the laptop beyond basic sample triggering, while avoiding approaches that would 

unnecessarily complicate the performance requirements.

In an effort to provide the laptop performer with an intuitive performance 

environment, I created a graphical interface to reflect the status of the environment and 

provide visual feedback to the user. Fig. 12 depicts the final version of the graphical 

performance interface. The SuperCollider6 code for the graphical interface itself, 

extracted from the complete performance code, can be found in Appendix B, Fig. 25.

Figure 12. The graphical performance interface.

6 A programming language for real time audio synthesis and algorithmic composition, written by James 
McCartney and originally released in 1996.
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The performance interface primarily consists of an interactive QWERTY 

keyboard display. When the interface is active and the user depresses a physical key, the 

color scheme of its graphical counterpart changes. When a key is released, the color 

scheme reverts to its original state. This basic feature provides the user with a crucial 

visual feedback system that confirms active and proper functionality. Underneath the 

keyboard layout, the graphical interface provides several additional features. In the lower 

left, there is a button which immediately stops all sound being produced by the software. 

As a convenience, the same functionality can be activated by pressing the delete key on 

the laptop keyboard. To the right of this button, there are two status boxes, which indicate

the current movement and whether the environment is busy or idle. The toggle button in 

the lower right starts and stops a 440Hz tuning tone, designed to ensure that the ensemble

is in tune with the electronic sound.

One advantage of the graphical interface is that the laptop performer does not 

need to interact directly with SuperCollider code. Even with the assistance of a well-

written instruction manual, there remains a psychological element of dealing with text-

based computer language that many often find to be intimidating. In relying on an 

intermediate graphical layer of functionality, this obstacle is essentially eliminated. The 

one exception to this advantage is the process of initially launching the graphical 

interface. However, by writing the code is such a way that the graphical interface can be 

launched with a single keystroke, the user merely has to open the SuperCollider text file, 

hold the command key, and press return. The alternative to this requirement would be to 
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encapsulate the performance code within a standalone version of SuperCollider. In this 

case, the user would simply double-click on the SuperCollider executable file, and the 

program would launch the graphical interface automatically. Due to time constraints, 

taking this additional step was infeasible, although I may explore this option in 

subsequent revisions.

In designing the interface, it was necessary to take additional measures to ensure 

rigorous functionality. On most computers, when a character key is depressed and held 

down, the computer repeatedly receives the corresponding key input after a short delay, 

until the key is released. In text-based software, this feature is useful, as the user can 

create many consecutive instances of one character without having to press the 

corresponding key multiple times. However, this feature is undesirable in the context of 

this graphical interface. If the receipt of a specific character creates a specific sound, then

subsequent identical input will create multiple instances of the same sound. Not only 

would this result be musically unacceptable, but this behavior would easily overload the 

computer's processing capabilities.

To eliminate this unwanted behavior, the performance environment continuously 

maintains a collection whose contents mirror the set of currently depressed laptop keys. 

For instance, if the user physically presses the “A” key, then the performance 

environment adds the character “A” to its character collection. When the “A” key is 

released, the corresponding character is removed from the collection. However, whenever

any key input is received, the environment executes a conditional statement, which first 
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checks if the corresponding character is already present in the collection. If the character 

is already present, the input is ignored. Thus, if a key is held down, only the initial input 

is accepted, and subsequent repetitions of that input are ignored. The implementation of 

this conditional behavior can be found in Appendix B, Fig. 26.

I gave considerable thought to how musical functionality would be assigned to 

individual keystrokes. The lower three rows of the graphical keyboard layout are 

responsible for real-time musical performance events. The upper row of keys, starting 

with the first numerical character, serve as rehearsal cues, which facilitate 

synchronization with the ensemble when starting mid-movement.

Electronic compositions which are conceived as a series of musical events often 

use the spacebar to sequentially step through these events. The spacebar is an ideal key 

for such purposes, because it is the largest key, and therefore easy to physically locate, 

even in dim lighting or on an unfamiliar laptop. However, the use of a single key for 

event generation is limiting and somewhat risky, as this method essentially locks the 

event queue to an ordered sequence. If the user accidentally taps the spacebar twice in 

rapid succession, or fails to press the spacebar when required to do so, re-synchronization

in real-time is difficult, if not impossible. The decision to assign discrete musical events 

to discrete physical keys significantly diminishes these risks. For example, if the user 

fails to trigger an event, he or she can resume the performance at the next required event, 

without being forced to execute the intermediate event. Likewise, if the performer 

accidentally executes the same event twice in rapid succession, he or she can quickly stop
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the audio by pressing the delete key, and either skip or re-trigger the event. Although this 

approach still poses some of the same inherent risks as the spacebar approach, the ability 

to correct mistakes is more immediate and more flexible, especially if the laptop 

performer has had time to rehearse and become familiar with the interface.

In order to maximize reusability of the laptop keyboard, the musical performance 

events and rehearsal cues are divided into three groups, according to the movement to 

which they belong. Using the shift key in combination with the grave accent/tilde key, 

located in the upper-leftmost part of the interface, is laptop performer can sequentially 

step through movements, thereby selecting one of three different banks of performance 

events and rehearsal cues. This feature triples the number of available key inputs, and 

could theoretically be expanded to an even greater number.

The tilde key and the delete key were chosen specifically for their locations on the

keyboard. Because these keys are spaced relatively far from the keys which handle 

rehearsal cues and performance events, it is relatively less likely that the user will press 

these keys unintentionally. There remains a risk that the laptop performer will 

accidentally press the wrong performance event key, however, such mistakes are virtually

unavoidable, since human error is ineradicable from compositions in which human 

performers are involved.

In order to avoid the undesirable tempo constraints of the fixed media approach, I 

developed a technique through which the laptop performer retains substantial control 

over the duration of certain musical gestures, without significantly distorting the essential
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contour. For certain gestures, such as those with a short attack transient, long release 

transient, and no sustained portion, such a technique was not necessary, since the onset of

the attack transient is the only aspect of the gesture which requires precise execution, and 

is easily accomplished without performance modifications. The specific duration of the 

release transient is largely imperceptible and can therefore be approximated with little or 

no risk to the integrity of the gesture. Likewise, gestures with indefinite sustained 

segments are easily managed, as long as the performer is given control over the timing of 

both the onset and release. However, in the case of non-sustaining gestures with a long 

attack transient and short release transient, correct execution demands precision for both 

the onset and release. Within the fixed media approach, these types of gestures are 

especially problematic, as the length of time between the onset and release is fixed. 

Therefore, if the onset is improperly triggered, the release of the gesture will not arrive as

desired.

I developed an amplitude shaping technique, to be applied exclusively to gestures 

with long attack transients and short release transients, in which the laptop performer 

retains control over the duration of the gesture, without distorting the fundamental 

contour of the gesture. This technique, herein referred to as time-variant amplitude 

shaping, is implemented using a sustaining envelope whose post-sustain stage includes a 

short increasing transient as well as a final decreasing transient, herein referred to as a 

dual-transient release. When a laptop key is depressed, the amplitude envelope increases 

over an arbitrarily long period of time, and sustains indefinitely at a relatively low level. 
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Upon key release, the envelope value immediately begins the final, dual-transient release,

interpolating to the highest value from its current value. Fig. 13 shows a basic diagram of 

an envelope used in time-variant amplitude shaping. The performance code which 

handles time-variant amplitude shaping can be found in Appendix B, Fig. 27.

Figure 13. Diagram of an envelope used in time-variant amplitude shaping.

This technique successfully avoids the inherent time-invariance of the fixed media

approach. By pressing and releasing a laptop key, the performer has sufficient control 

over the duration of the overall gesture, yet the essential amplitude shape is preserved. If 

the laptop performer initiates the gesture a few seconds later than anticipated, the dual-

transient release can still be precisely triggered, and the interpolating nature of the 

envelope will ensure that the envelope function remains continuous. If the laptop 
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performer executes the onset of the gesture too early, he or she can simply wait as long as

is necessary to release the key and trigger the dual-transient release. In this case, although

there may be a substantial period of time in which the amplitude of the sound is not 

changing, this aspect is largely imperceptible, and easily masked by the timbre of the 

sound itself or the presence of other sounds. I use time-variant amplitude shaping in the 

second movement of the composition, specifically in mm. 26 – 28, 29 – 32, 39 – 42, and 

101 – 105.

In composing Singularity, I wanted to retain the ability to explore textures and 

gestures with regular rhythmic qualities, as well as those with inherently arhythmic 

qualities. The latter is considerably easier, as there is no need to synchronize the 

electronic sound with the instrumental performers. It is generally more challenging, 

however, to establish textures with regular rhythms in which the instrumental players and

electronics can be reasonably and reliably synchronized. 

There are a variety of options for rhythmic synchronization, which largely depend

on the approach a composition follows. For solo and small ensemble works within the 

fixed media paradigm, the composer may provide an in-ear metronomic click, or play the 

electronic sound through an onstage monitor. The composer may also write music at 

either 60 or 120 beats per minute to simplify synchronization and measure-counting. In 

some cases, the composer may provide a graphical or otherwise visual time counter for 

the performer. However, these approaches become considerably more impractical when 

composing an electroacoustic piece for a large ensemble.
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For pieces within the live electronic music paradigm, the composer may rely on a 

tempo-tracking algorithm. The challenge of writing such algorithms, however, is 

ensuring that the computer will not mistake a particular metric value for the metric value 

which is twice or half as long as the desired value. In cases where the input sound source 

is particularly rhythmically complex, the accuracy of such algorithms may become 

further diminished. The choice, input level, and placement of microphones further 

complicates the situation. Furthermore, the use a sensitive algorithm such as this would 

be antithetical to the preliminary goal of avoiding unnecessary performance complexity.

With these considerations in mind, I wrote a tempo-tracking algorithm designed 

for real-time use, in which the laptop performer is responsible for tracking the tempo of 

the ensemble, rather than relying on computer analysis of a live input signal. Specifically,

the laptop performer repeatedly taps quarter notes on a particular laptop key over the 

course of several anticipatory measures. As the performer taps the laptop key, the 

computer measures the duration between successive keystrokes, and stores each value in 

an ordered collection, capable of holding eight values in total. If the collection is filled 

and the laptop player continues tapping the key, the algorithm returns to the beginning of 

the collection and overwrites previous values. Therefore, there is no risk in tapping the 

key more than is required, so long as the tapping remains rhythmically accurate. When 

the anticipatory measures have ended, the player depresses a different laptop key, which 

averages the eight values together, converts the average to beats per minute, and 

incorporates this value into rhythmic aspects of the triggered audio event. This algorithm 
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is active during the second movement, in mm. 142 – 148. The three subsequent audio 

events each rely on the same averaged value. A simplified version of the tempo-tracking 

algorithm can be found in Appendix B, Fig. 28.

The primary disadvantage of this algorithm is vulnerability to human error. The 

first key depression is meaningless by itself, so the laptop performer must press the key at

least nine times in order to fill the array of time values. Therefore, if the player fails to 

reach this number of key taps before the arrival of the next musical event, the tempo of 

the generated sound may not match that of the ensemble. To maximize reliability, I 

incorporated a number of precautions into the design of the algorithm. By default, the 

collection is filled with time values corresponding to quarter notes at 148 beats per 

minute, which is the indicated tempo of the movement. Therefore, if the player fails to 

tap the key nine times, the averaged tempo will remain reasonably close to the desired 

tempo. In addition, the score instructs the player to tap the key exactly twenty-six times, 

which is a substantially larger value than necessary. Thus, if the laptop player begins 

tracking the ensemble a few measures late, the resulting average will remain accurate. 

Having tested the algorithm thoroughly, I have come to find that it is sufficiently robust 

in its ability to synchronize real-time electronic sound with an arbitrary tempo, despite 

some susceptibility to human error.
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Notating the Electronics

In keeping consistent with the decision to treat the laptop computer as a 

performance instrument, it was necessary to produce a notated part to be read by the 

laptop performer. The primary goal in notating the laptop part was to rely on 

conventional notation as much as possible, in order to eliminate ambiguities that might 

arise during the rehearsal process. In most respects, the completed laptop part closely 

resembles the other instrumental parts. The part is notated as a chronological sequence of 

measures in conventional meter. I use a grand staff to accommodate the wide range of 

pitched material, as well as the frequent simultaneity of disparate electronic sounds. I use 

five-line staves and standard noteheads to delineate pitched electronic sounds. In the case 

of non-pitched sounds, I rely on either non-standard noteheads or simple shapes, notated 

on either a one-line or five-line staff. I often use text to describe a particular sound. Fig. 

14 shows examples of these notation styles.

One prominent feature which distinguishes the laptop part from the instrumental 

parts is the means by which laptop key actions are specified. After considering various 

options, I decided to rely on boxes with arrows, placed above the staff, to specify which 

key should be pressed, along with how and when the key should be pressed. Each box 

contains either a letter or symbol, which corresponds to the physical character key on the 

laptop keyboard. For audio events relying only on key depression (ignoring key release), 

I use a white box with a black outline and an arrow extending downward. The arrowhead 

points to a specific note within a measure, to clarify the exact beat on which the key 
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Figure 14. Notation of pitched and non-pitched electronic sounds.

must be depressed. For audio events which respond to key depression and key release, I 

invert the color scheme of the first box, and include a thick horizontal line extending to 

the right of the box. The line ends where the key is to be released, accompanied by a box 

with the original color scheme and an arrow extending upward. Fig. 15 depicts examples 

of these notational approaches.

At numerous points throughout the piece, the laptop player triggers a sustaining 

sound that does not require a laptop key to be continuously depressed, and instead 

receives its termination cue from a separate keystroke later in the piece. I notate these 

sounds with an arrow pointing to the right, placed between the two staves, indicating 
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Figure 15. Notation of laptop key actions.

that although no action is required by the laptop performer, the sound will continue to 

sustain (Fig. 16).

Figure 16. Notation of autonomously sustaining electronic sounds.
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In each movement, the chronological performance events correspond to the 

QWERTY keyboard layout in a left-to-right manner, starting with upper character rows 

and moving downward. I chose this particular approach because in many cases, it allows 

the laptop performer to prepare for the next event by touch alone. The player can move 

his or her finger to the neighboring key, without having to break eye contact with either 

the notated part or the conductor.
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CONCLUSIONS

From a technical perspective, I consider this work to be largely successful. By 

relying on the power and flexibility of the SuperCollider language, the laptop becomes a 

powerful tool for musical performance, which integrates seamlessly into a large acoustic 

ensemble. Despite a lack of continuous gestural control, the laptop keyboard provides a 

sufficient variety of input and a reliable means of musical performance. Using 

developments such as time-variant amplitude shaping and performer-driven tempo-

tracking, the laptop becomes a robust and expressive instrument. With these design 

features in place, the laptop's capabilities easily exceed the minimum requirements for the

fixed media approach, without introducing unnecessarily complex logistical obstacles or 

relying on sensitive real-time algorithms.

The technical implementations discussed in this document illuminate additional 

performance strategies which were not incorporated into the final work. In particular, the 

distribution of discrete audio events among individual laptop keys encourages an 

improvisatory approach, in which the laptop performer can freely select from a set of 

events during various parts of the composition. Improvisation is certainly possible in 

Singularity, and is in fact artificially implemented via the numerous “O” and “U” events 

which occur throughout the second movement, however, the score does not specifically 

instruct the laptop player to improvise. Alternatively, because SuperCollider is capable of

tracking the elapsed time between successive keystrokes, it is possible to incorporate an 

algorithm which tracks key density. One possible realization of this approach would 
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involve the laptop player pressing a single key at irregular intervals, beginning with a low

density and gradually tapping the key more frequently. While the individual keystrokes 

could produce various sounds, a second sound would result when the key density crosses 

a certain threshold, measured in taps per second. Through this technique, it would be 

possible to create a large and complex improvisatory gesture while only relying on a 

single laptop key. I anticipate exploring these improvisatory approaches in future 

compositions.

I consider the work to be musically successful. The composition develops several 

melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic themes in a reasonably-paced manner, while also 

maintaining large-scale structural integrity through long-term motivic development and 

periodic cadential arrivals. The music upholds an extramusical narrative, which provides 

the listener with an additional layer of expressive depth.

In conclusion, the process of composing Singularity has revealed a number of 

promising future directions and opportunities. By refining the musical and technical 

approaches employed in this work, I expect to improve my practices, thus developing 

better compositional tools and uncovering new compositional ideas.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Basic SuperCollider Programming Strategies

The process of composing the electronic sounds began with writing code in a 

largely experimental nature. These experiments, which typically precede all of my 

electronic and electroacoustic compositions, involve constructing blocks of SuperCollider

code which produce sound when parsed and evaluated by the code interpreter. More 

specifically, this process entails establishing mathematical computations with Unit 

Generators. Unit Generators, more commonly referred to as UGens, either generate or 

process a digital audio signal. Examples of UGens include waveform generators, filters, 

reverberators, etc. To produce sound, UGens are enclosed within curly braces, and 

receive the 'play' message. Fig. 17 shows an example of creating pink noise from a simple

UGen function.

Figure 17. A simple UGen function used to generate stereo pink noise.

{PinkNoise.ar(0.2!2)}.play

Once a UGen function is capable of producing the desired sound, I convert these 

sound functions into objects called SynthDefs via minor syntactical changes. In the most 

basic terms, a SynthDef describes the means by which an audio signal is generated and/or

processed. One of the most common modifications in the conversion process is the 

addition of an argument declaration. Arguments enable a single SynthDef to produce a 
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variety of different sounds, by allowing the user to modify fundamental parameters, such 

as pitch, timbre, spatialization, duration, etc. In addition, the SynthDef is given a name, 

and the SynthDef's output signal is explicitly specified using an output UGen. Fig. 18 

shows the UGen function from Fig. 1 after conversion to the SynthDef format.

Figure 18. A simple UGen function converted to SynthDef format.

SynthDef.new(
\pink, {
arg amp=0.2;
var sig;
sig = PinkNoise.ar(amp!2);
Out.ar(0, sig);

}).add;

In practice, SynthDefs which are incorporated into the actual composition and 

performance of the work are considerably more complex, though it is desirable to retain 

some measure of simplicity in order to maximize modularity and reuse. Fig. 19 shows a 

more complex SynthDef which is excerpted directly from the complete performance 

code. This SynthDef, named “powerdown_ef,” begins with an argument declaration 

(arg), which includes parameters such as frequency, detune, and amplitude, followed by 

a variable declaration (var). EnvGen defines an envelope, which acts as a control signal to

adjust the amplitude of the output sound over time. Two exponential line segments, 

generated via XLine, control the frequency of the waveform and the severity of a 

distortion effect created by clipping the shape of the waveform. Following this, an 

internal function is evaluated ten times in iterative fashion (10.do), which sums ten sine 

waves together using various randomly generated values, as well as values generated by 
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UGens defined earlier in the SynthDef. The amplitude adjustments are incorporated into 

the generated signal via multiplication, and Out.ar specifies the output signal.

Figure 19. A more complex SynthDef, excerpted from the final performance code.

SynthDef.new(\powerdown_ef, {
arg freq=50, freq2=8, detune=1.2, clip=1, clip2=0.02,
atk=0.02, rel=5, c1=1, c2=(-2), amp=1, out;
var sig, env, temp, freqCtrl, clipCtrl;
sig = 0;
env = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([0,1,0],[atk,rel],[c1,c2]),
doneAction:2

);
clipCtrl = XLine.kr(clip, clip2, atk+rel);
freqCtrl = XLine.kr(freq, freq2, atk+rel);
10.do{

temp = SinOsc.ar(
freqCtrl + {Rand(detune.neg,detune)}!2,
{Rand(0,2pi)}!2,
clip

).softclip;
sig = sig + temp;

};
sig = sig * env * 0.1 * amp;
Out.ar(out, sig);

}).add;

SynthDefs serve a variety of purposes. Most SynthDefs, like the one shown in 

Fig. 19, are designed to synthesize sound, while others are designed to play sound which 

has been recorded to an audio file in advance. Others are designed to receive and process 

sound from an earlier generative SynthDef, and in some cases, a small number of 

SynthDefs are used for auxiliary purposes, such as updating graphical information 

relating to the status of the programming environment.

Whereas SynthDef defines the particular behavior of a sound process, I rely on a 

combination of two methods for executing the electronic sounds. The simpler method 
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involves requesting the execution of a SynthDef by evaluating a Synth statement. In a 

statement such as this, the user identifies a SynthDef by name, and provides an array of 

argument values. In response, SuperCollider instantiates a sound-producing entity 

according to the SynthDef's contents. Fig. 20 shows the syntax for instantiating the sound

as described by the SynthDef called \pink shown in Fig. 18.

Figure 20. Synth instantiation.

Synth.new(\pink, [\amp, 0.1]);

SuperCollider's Pattern library provides the second means of executing sound 

processes as defined by SynthDefs. In the most general terms, Patterns create sequences 

of data. Primarily, I use a Pattern called Pbind to create a sequence of Synths, in which 

individual Synth arguments are continuously determined algorithmically by internal 

value Patterns. In a small minority of cases, I use a pattern called Pmono to create a 

single Synth, and continuously update its argument values through similar algorithmic 

means. In cases where the Synth method is insufficient, the Pattern method is capable of 

producing rhythmic and arhythmic textures, dense sound masses, and numerous other 

complex sounds. Fig. 21 shows a simple example of the basic usage of Pbind and 

SynthDef. In this example, the SynthDef describes a stereo sine wave whose amplitude is

controlled by a short, percussive envelope. The frequency and amplitude of the sine wave

are determined by argument values. Pbind generates an infinite sequence of these Synths,

and uses three instances of a pattern called Pexprand to algorithmically determine the 
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frequency and amplitude of each Synth, as well as the time between successive onsets.

Figure 21. Basic combined usage of Pbind and SynthDef.

SynthDef.new(\simpleSine, {
arg freq=440, amp=0.5;
var sig, env;
env = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([0,1,0],[0.001,0.2],[1,-3]),
doneAction:2

);
sig = SinOsc.ar(freq!2) * amp * env;
Out.ar(0, sig);

}).add;

Pbind(
\instrument, \simpleSine,
\freq, Pexprand(100,1000),
\amp, Pexprand(0.1, 0.5),
\dur, Pexprand(0.05, 1),

).play;

Examples of this technique which appear in the piece are more complex, although 

the implementation remains the same. Fig. 22 shows one such example, in which Pbind 

generates a dense texture of sustained sine waves.
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Figure 22. An example of Pbind and SynthDef used in combination, modified and 
excerpted from the final performance code.

SynthDef.new(\sine8pan_ef, {
   arg out=0, atk=3, rel=3, c1=1, c2=(-1), freq=50,
   freqModHzLo=0.1, freqModHzHi=0.2, freqDev=1.01, minHz=10.0,
   ampModHz=0.1, panHz=0.2, pan=0.75, amp=1;
   var env, sig, temp;
   env = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([0,1,0],[atk,rel],[c1,c2]),
doneAction:2

   );
   sig = 0;
   8.do{

temp = SinOsc.ar(
(
   freq *
   Rand(freqDev.reciprocal,freqDev) * 
   LFNoise1.kr(

LFNoise1.kr.range(freqModHzLo,freqModHzHi)
   ).range(0.8,1.25)
).clip(12.0,18500.0),
Rand(0.0,2pi)
);
temp = temp * LFNoise1.kr(ampModHz).exprange(0.1,1);
temp = Pan2.ar(temp, LFNoise1.kr(panHz).bipolar(pan), 0.1);
sig = sig + temp;

   };
   sig = sig * env * amp;
   Out.ar(out, sig);
}).add;

~sine0pat = Pbind(
   \instrument, \sine8pan_ef,
   \dur, Plprand(8.0,14.0),
   \freq, Plprand(30.0!4,120.0!4),
   \freqDev, 2.2,
   \freqModHzLo, 0.01,
   \freqModHzHi, 0.05,
   \atk, Plprand(10.0,20.0),
   \rel, Plprand(10.0,20.0),
   \c1, Phprand(1.0,3.5),
   \c2, Plprand(-3.5,-1.0),
   \panHz, Pwhite(0.08,0.25),
   \pan, 0.65,
   \amp, Plprand(0.6,0.95),
   \out, 0,
).play;
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Appendix B: Composition-Specific SuperCollider Code

Figure 23. SynthDef for simulating the 60Hz machine hum.

SynthDef.new(\hum_ef, {
arg freq=60, detune=0.5, clip=1.1, maxfreqmod=2000,
glitchtime1=0.5, glitchtime2=0.5,
t_glitch1=1, t_glitch2=1, glitchc1=20, glitchc2=20,
atk=1, sus=1, rel=1, c1=1, c2=(-1), gate=1, pan=0,
amp=1, blipamp=0.8, noiseamp=0.3, ptlamp=0.1, out=0;
var sig, env, ptl, noise, width, ampvary, glitchenv1,
glitchenv2, glitchmod1, glitchmod2, freqmod;
env = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([0,1,1,0],[atk,sus,rel],[c1,0,c2],2),
gate,doneAction:2

);
glitchenv1 = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([1,1,0],[0,glitchtime1],[glitchc1]),
t_glitch1

);
glitchenv2 = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([1,1,0],[0,glitchtime2],[glitchc2]),
t_glitch2

);
glitchenv1 = glitchenv1 * EnvGen.kr(Env([0,0,1],[2,0.01],[0,0]));
glitchenv2 = glitchenv2 * EnvGen.kr(Env([0,0,1],[2,0.01],[0,0]));
freqmod = LFNoise0.kr(

LFNoise0.kr(30).exprange(3,maxfreqmod)
).exprange(2,100);
freqmod = (freqmod * glitchenv1) + 1;
glitchmod1 = LFPulse.kr(

LFNoise1.kr(LFNoise1.kr(16).exprange(2,64)).exprange(1,60)
).range(1-glitchenv2, 1);
glitchmod2 = LFPulse.kr(

LFNoise1.kr(LFNoise1.kr(16).exprange(2,64)).exprange(1,60)
).range(1-glitchenv2, 1);
width = LFNoise1.kr(

LFNoise1.kr(16).exprange(0.1,2)
).range(0.49,0.51);
ampvary = LFNoise1.kr(

LFNoise1.kr(16).exprange(0.3,12)
).exprange(0.2,1);
sig = LFPulse.ar(

freq*freqmod,
0,
width,
clip*ampvary*glitchmod1

).softclip;
sig = sig + Blip.ar(freq*freqmod, 2, blipamp*glitchmod2);
ptl = Formant.ar(
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freq+Rand(detune.neg,detune),
{freq * ExpRand(2,50)}!16,
{freq * ExpRand(0.2,2)}!16

);
ptl = ptl * LFNoise1.kr(

LFNoise1.kr(8!16).exprange(0.1,2)
).exprange(0.25,1);
ptl = Splay.ar(ptl, 1, ptlamp);
noise = LFDClipNoise.ar(

LFNoise1.kr(8!2).exprange(0.1,10)
) * noiseamp;
sig = (sig + ptl + noise) * 0.25;
sig = Limiter.ar(sig, 0.99);
sig = Pan2.ar(sig, pan, amp);
sig = sig * env;
Out.ar(out, sig);

}).add;

Figure 24. SynthDef for simulating vinyl hiss and pops.

SynthDef(\vinyl_ef, {
arg atk=0.005, sus=0, rel=0.005,
c1=1, c2=(-2), gate=1, amp=1, out=0;
var sig, sig1, sig2, lpf, popHz, lagtime, noise,
popHzMul, pan1, pan2, panmod1, panmod2, env;
env = EnvGen.kr(

Env.new([0,1,1,0],[atk,sus,rel],[c1,0,c2],2),
gate,doneAction:2

);
popHzMul = Decay.kr(Dust.kr(0.15), 3, 10, 0.8);
popHz = LFNoise1.kr(20).exprange(0.1,14) * popHzMul;
sig = Dust2.ar(popHz);
lpf = LFNoise1.kr(10).exprange(1000,20000);
lagtime = LFNoise1.kr(20).range(0.008,0.0001);
sig = LPF.ar(sig, lpf);
sig = Lag.ar(sig, lagtime);
sig = sig + FreeVerb.ar(sig, 0.8, 1, mul:0.11);
panmod1 = LFNoise1.kr(5).range(0.2,0.7);
panmod2 = LFNoise1.kr(5).range(0.2,0.7);
pan1 = SinOsc.kr(panmod1).range(-0.2,0.2);
pan2 = SinOsc.kr(panmod2).range(-0.2,0.2);
sig1 = Pan2.ar(sig, pan1, 0.5);
sig2 = Pan2.ar(sig, pan2, 0.5);
sig = sig1 + sig2;
sig = sig + BPF.ar(BrownNoise.ar([0.0025,0.0025]), 7200, 0.4);
sig = sig + HPF.ar(

Crackle.ar([1.999,1.999], 0.0025),
2000,
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LFNoise2.kr(8).exprange(0.12,0.5)
);
sig = Limiter.ar(sig * 25, 0.99) * amp;
sig = sig * env;
Out.ar(out, sig);

}).add;

Figure 25. SuperCollider Code for the graphical performance interface.

(
~keyinfo = [[50,"`"],[18,"1"],[19,"2"],[20,"3"],[21,"4"],[23,"5"],
[22,"6"],[26,"7"],[28,"8"],[25,"9"],[29,"0"],[27,"-"],[24,"="],
[12,"q"],[13,"w"],[14,"e"],[15,"r"],[17,"t"],[16,"y"],[32,"u"],
[34,"i"],[31,"o"],[35,"p"],[33,"["],[30,"]"],[0,"a"],[1,"s"],[2,"d"],
[3,"f"],[5,"g"],[4,"h"],[38,"j"],[40,"k"],[37,"l"],[41,";"],[39,"'"],
[6,"z"],[7,"x"],[8,"c"],[9,"v"],[11,"b"],[45,"n"],[46,"m"],[43,","],
[47,"."],[44,"/"]];

~keycodes = ~keyinfo.collect({arg i; i[0]});
~chars = ~keyinfo.collect({arg i; i[1]});
~pressedkeys = Set[];

w = Window.new("SINGULARITY", Rect.new(12,12,1000,310)).front;
w.view.background_(Color.gray(0.9));
w.view.keyDownAction_({

arg view, char, mod, uni, key;
if(

(~keycodes.select(_==key).size > 0) && (char.isPrint),
{

if(
~pressedkeys.includes(key).not,
{

"down fn".postln;
~pressedkeys.add(key);
k[~chars[~keycodes.indexOf(key)]]
.background_(Color.new(0.35,0.7,1))
.stringColor_(Color.white)

}
);

}
);

});

w.view.keyUpAction_({
arg view, char, mod, uni, key;
if(

(~keycodes.select(_==key).size > 0) && (char.isPrint),
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{
"up fn".postln;
~pressedkeys.remove(key);
k[~chars[~keycodes.indexOf(key)]]
.background_(Color.white)
.stringColor_(Color.black)

}
);

});

g = Dictionary.new;
g.add(\keys -> CompositeView.new(w, 
Rect(20,20,826,270)).background_(Color.gray(0.8)));

k = Dictionary.new;

~keyinfo[0..12].do({
arg n, index;
var cv;
cv = CompositeView.new(w, 

Rect(60*(index+0.6),38,52,52)).background_(Color.black);
k.add(n[1] -> StaticText.new(cv, Rect(2,2,48,48))

.background_(Color.white)

.string_(n[1].toUpper)

.stringColor_(Color.black)

.align_(\center)

.font_(Font(Font.defaultSansFace, 36))
)

});

~keyinfo[13..24].do({
arg n, index;
var cv;
cv = CompositeView.new(w, 

Rect(60*(index+0.6)+80,98,52,52)).background_(Color.black);
k.add(n[1] -> StaticText.new(cv, Rect(2,2,48,48))

.background_(Color.white)

.string_(n[1].toUpper)

.stringColor_(Color.black)

.align_(\center)

.font_(Font(Font.defaultSansFace, 36))
)

});

~keyinfo[25..35].do({
arg n, index;
var cv;
cv = CompositeView.new(w, 

Rect(60*(index+0.6)+100,158,52,52)).background_(Color.black);
k.add(n[1] -> StaticText.new(cv, Rect(2,2,48,48))

.background_(Color.white)
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.string_(n[1].toUpper)

.stringColor_(Color.black)

.align_(\center)

.font_(Font(Font.defaultSansFace, 36));
)

});

~keyinfo[36..45].do({
arg n, index;
var cv;
cv = CompositeView.new(w, 

Rect(60*(index+0.6)+120,218,52,52)).background_(Color.black);
k.add(n[1] -> StaticText.new(cv, Rect(2,2,48,48))

.background_(Color.white)

.string_(n[1].toUpper)

.stringColor_(Color.black)

.align_(\center)

.font_(Font(Font.defaultSansFace, 36))
)

});
)

Figure 26. Conditional logic which ignores repeated input from held keys.

w.view.keyDownAction_({
arg view, char, mod, uni, key;
if(

(~keycodes.select(_==key).size > 0) && (char.isPrint),
{

if(
~pressedkeys.includes(key).not,
{

"down fn".postln;
~pressedkeys.add(key);
k[~chars[~keycodes.indexOf(key)]]
.background_(Color.new(0.35,0.7,1))
.stringColor_(Color.white)

}
);

}
);

});
w.view.keyUpAction_({

arg view, char, mod, uni, key;
if(

(~keycodes.select(_==key).size > 0) && (char.isPrint),
{

"up fn".postln;
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~pressedkeys.remove(key);
k[~chars[~keycodes.indexOf(key)]]
.background_(Color.white)
.stringColor_(Color.black)

}
);

});

Figure 27. Modified code excerpt for time-variant amplitude shaping.

SynthDef.new(\varsawG_ef, {
arg freq=440, freqhz=0.05, freqdev=1.01, widthhz=0.05,
widthmin=0.2, widthmax=0.5, cf=4000, atk=1.2, sus=0,
slev=0.4, spike=0.02, rel=0.02, c1=1, c2=(-1), cspike=3,
gate=1, pan=0, amp=0.2, out=0;
var sig, temp, env;
env = EnvGen.kr(

Env(
[0,slev,slev,1,0],
[atk,sus,spike,rel],
[c1,0,cspike,c2],
2

), gate, doneAction:2
);
sig = 0;
sig = VarSaw.ar(

freq *
LFDNoise1.kr(freqhz).exprange(1/freqdev, freqdev),
Rand(0.0,1.0),
LFDNoise1.kr(widthhz).exprange(widthmin, widthmax)

);
sig = LPF.ar(sig, cf);
sig = sig * env;
sig = Pan2.ar(sig, pan, amp);
Out.ar(out, sig);

}).add;

x = Synth.new(\varsawG_ef, //evaluated on key down
[

\freq, exprand(20,4000),
\c1, exprand(3,8),
\atk, 4,
\freqhz, exprand(0.08,0.2),
\freqdev, rrand(1.01,1.04),
\cf, exprand(60,16000),
\spike, exprand(0.07,0.11),
\cspike, exprand(1,4),
\rel, exprand(0.05,0.08),
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\slev, exprand(0.23,0.35),
\amp, exprand(0.14,0.24),
\out, 0

]
);

x.set(\gate, 0); //evaluated on key up

Figure 28. SuperCollider code for the performer-driven tempo-tracking algorithm.

(
ServerBoot.removeAll;
ServerTree.removeAll;
ServerQuit.removeAll;
s.latency = 0.03;
~durArray0 = 0.5!8;
~durIndex0 = 0;

s.waitForBoot({
r{

SynthDef.new(\tempoTap_ef, {
arg t_tap=0;
var sig, switch, trig;
switch = SetResetFF.kr(TDelay.kr(t_tap,0.02), 1);
sig = Timer.kr(t_tap); //timer detects all triggers
trig = Gate.kr(t_tap, switch); //trig ignores first trigger
Out.ar(

0,
SinOsc.ar(440,0,0.1) *
EnvGen.kr(Env.perc(0.005,0.03),trig)

);
SendReply.kr(trig, '/tap', sig);

}).add;
SynthDef.new(\testsound, {

arg amp=1;
var sig;
sig = SinOsc.ar(880, 0, 0.5);
sig = sig * XLine.kr(1,0.001,0.06,doneAction:2);
Out.ar(0, sig!2 * amp);

}).add;
s.sync;
x = Synth.new(\tempoTap_ef);
s.sync;
OSCdef.new(\tempoTap, {

arg msg;
~durArray0[~durIndex0] = msg[3];
~durIndex0 = (~durIndex0 + 1)%~durArray0.size;
~durArray0.postln;
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}, '/tap'
);
w = Window.new.front;
StaticText.new(w, w.view.bounds)
.string_("  't' to track tempo (8 taps minimum, more is 

preferred)\n  'n' to play pattern at tracked tempo (latency?)\n  'x' to
stop pattern");

w.view.keyDownAction_({
arg view, char;
case
{char == $t}
{x.set(\t_tap, 1)}
{char == $n}
{

p = Pbind(
\instrument, \testsound,
\dur, ~durArray0.mean,
\amp, 0.5,

).play;
}
{char == $x}
{p.stop}
{true}{nil};

});
}.play(AppClock);
});
)
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